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Sonoma
City Council
Six candidates split on
issues including growth,
chain stores / B3
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49ers shut out

Bad defense,
shaky outing
by Brett Tomko
doom SF in loss
to Dodgers / C1
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by Seattle / C1
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$« billion impact
EFFECT IN SONOMA COUNTY GOES BEYOND JOBS LOST TO OFFSHORING
By JEREMY HAY
and MARY FRICKER

Jeanne — the 4th hurricane
to hit state in 6 weeks — causes
6 deaths, widespread damage

THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he loss of thousands of manufacturing jobs shipped overseas from Sonoma County
since 2000 is stripping almost
$1 billion a year from the local economy.
The costs reach far beyond the person whose job was lost and cascade
across the economic landscape, hitting a broad range of supply and service businesses, where reduced revenues produced additional layoffs.
The losses to offshoring overlapped
a harsh recession, creating a hole in
the county’s economy that is only
slowly being filled in. And they
marked a new era of global competition that still shades the county’s sluggish economic recovery with uncertainty.
“This is the first New Economy recession we’ve ever had. It’s hard for
people to know where it’s going to go,”
said Ben Stone, director of the county’s Economic Development Board.
“It’s harder to predict because there
are so many new variables.”
The impact to the county’s economy
from losing manufacturing jobs to foreign competition was detailed in a
study done by the Center for Regional
Economic Analysis at Sonoma State
University for The Press Democrat.
The study found that the announced
offshoring of 2,202 jobs — to Malaysia,
Mexico, Ireland, China and Brazil —
could cause the elimination of another 3,483 jobs in Sonoma County.
“If a job is lost, spending by the firm
and by the laid-off worker is reduced,
which ripples through the local economy like waves from a rock dropped
into a pond,” said Robert Eyler, director of the SSU center and chairman of
the university’s Economics Department.
“At some point the waves dissipate,
but there is a lot of movement in between,” he said.
In Sonoma County, the jobs sent to
TURN TO BILLION, PAGE A7

By JOHN-THOR DAHLBURG
and JOHN M. GLIONNA
LOS ANGELES TIMES

STUART, Fla. — Storm-weary Floridians weathered their fourth hurricane in six weeks as Jeanne lashed
the Sunshine State with 120-mph
winds and torrential rains Sunday
that turned neighborhood streets
into muddy rivers,
ripped roofs from HAITI RELIEF
trailers
and U.N. delivering
knocked out power much-needed aid
to 2 million homes after devastating
tropical storm / A7
and businesses.
The
hurricane
was responsible for at least six deaths
statewide, authorities said.
Jeanne pulled a looping right-hand
turn in the Atlantic Ocean just days
before making land late Saturday at
Hutchinson Island, 35 miles north of
West Palm Beach — the same area
hit by Hurricane Frances just three
weeks ago. For several furious hours,
the Category 3 hurricane brought
20-foot waves that pounded a wide
swath of Florida’s east coast.
By 2 p.m. Sunday, Jeanne had lessened to a tropical storm as it swirled
westward over central Florida’s lowlands, bringing 5 to 10 inches of rain
to areas already saturated by previous storms. It then passed south of Orlando before swerving northward toward the Florida Panhandle — where
70,000 homes and businesses remained without power after the battering delivered by Hurricane Ivan
10 days ago.
Jeanne was expected to pass
through Georgia and South Carolina
today.
“This storm is a heavyweight,”
said Joe Stawara, owner of the Fairlane Harbor Mobile Home Estates in
nearby Vero Beach, where half the
park’s 232 trailers were damaged.
TURN TO JEANNE, PAGE A7
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The impact of jobs lost to offshoring ripples
through the North Coast economy even as
workers overseas acquire new jobs and
lifestyles.

JOHN BURGESS / The Press Democrat

DISPLACED WORKER: Gerard Cheney felt the effects of offshoring in 2002 when he was laid off from Jetronics, a Santa Rosa
company that supplied equipment to Agilent Technologies. Recently, he found a new job at Walton Saw in Santa Rosa.

Much at stake as Bush, Kerry prepare for first debate
VOTE
2004
CAMPAIGN
TRAIL
Kerry criticizes
Bush’s “Mission
Accomplished”
statement / A6
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ANALYSIS: In such a tight race,
head-to-head forums could
make or break a candidate
By PAUL WEST
BALTIMORE SUN

WASHINGTON — Debates matter. Just
ask President Bush. Or Sen. John Kerry.
Their success in past debates is a big reason why they’ll be sharing the stage when
the curtain goes up this week on the 2004 debates. With the presidency possibly riding
on their performances, the stakes are high.

HAMAS OFFICIAL ASSASSINATED

“The debates are going to matter a lot,”
said Matthew Dowd, a senior Bush campaign
official. They are, he said, “the only real opportunity” for voters to see the candidates
“side-by-side, answering questions that are
of concern to the public.”
Strategists for each side see the candidate
forums as a rare chance to move the contest
one way or another. A clever line, or a gaffe,
could become a defining moment in the final
weeks before the election.
An estimated TV audience of 50 million,
roughly half the likely electorate, will be seeing Bush and Kerry in Coral Gables, Fla., together for the first time Thursday. Uncom-

Izzedine Sheikh Khalil, an official in the Palestinian
militant group Hamas, killed by a car bomb in
Syrian capital; Israeli involvement suspected. A3
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mitted voters, whose choices will decide the
election, are expected to begin picking a candidate that night.
“Look at what happened to us (in 2000),”
Dowd said. Bush went into the first debate
trailing Al Gore. “Coming out of the debate,
we were ahead.”
This time, it is Kerry who must come from
behind. Polls show Bush with a small lead of
about 5 percentage points.
“For Kerry, it’s a pivotal point in this campaign. He needs this first debate to change
the dynamics of the race,” said Dan Payne, a
Democratic consultant in Boston.
TURN TO DEBATE, PAGE A9
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By DAN EGGEN
and SPENCER S. HSU
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — Agencies across
the federal government are launching an aggressive and unusually
open offensive aimed at thwarting terrorist plots before and during the
presidential election in November.
Numerous law enforcement and
counterterrorism
officials
also
warned last week that a heightened
threat of terrorist attack will persist
through the January inauguration.
The government’s strategy will include heavy surveillance by the FBI,
increased checks of terrorism watch
lists by local police and heightened security at polling places Nov. 2, officials said.
Counterterrorism officials concede
they do not have new or specific intelligence outlining plans for an attack,
but say they remain alarmed by indications that al-Qaida and other terrorTURN TO TERROR, PAGE A9
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OFFSHORING JOBS AND THE NORTH COAST

BILLION: Loss caused by outsourcing equal to ¯% of Sonoma County’s $«² billion economy
terest rates that gave homeowners access to much-needed cash
other countries will continue to during the downturn that
drain the economy until the po- struck Sonoma County in early
sitions are replaced, he said.
2001.
“The money will come back,”
The resulting consumer
Eyler said. “But how long it spending, buttressed by severwill take and with what kind of ance packages for many of
jobs is difficult to forecast.”
those who lost jobs, money
The study, which Eyler con- made in multibillion-dollar buyducted, examined the conse- outs during the dot-com boom
quences of losing the offshored and a stock market rally in 2003
jobs to foreign factories.
helped prop up the local econoThe $1 billion impact my as businesses slashed costs
amounts to about a 5 percent and jobs.
loss to the county’s $18 billion
“The overall effect on the
economy. Recovery is coming economy can be somewhat
slowly as other parts of the masked, even though we know
economy struggle out of the re- the potential of the economy
cession.
has been constrained due to the
The manufacturing jobs ana- fact that these jobs are not
lyzed in the study represent there,” Eyler said.
1,702 jobs that five companies
The SSU study concludes
have announced sending to that the 2,202 jobs moved
their plants offshore in the past abroad would cause the followfour years, plus another 500 ing losses:
that were to be sent abroad
Ç $949 million in lost economnext year. The figure for loss of ic output of goods and services
future jobs was revised down to each year, an amount roughly
325 after the study was conclud- half the size of the county’s
ed.
wine industry and equal to the
“All these are relatively high- county’s tourism industry.
wage industries,” which ampliÇ An additional 3,483 elimifies the impact of their loss, Ey- nated jobs, with some of the
ler said.
hardest-hit sectors in wholesale
Almost three-fourths of the supply trade, food service, medioffshored jobs came from two cal office staff, managers and
major Sonoma County high- electronic component manufactech companies — Agilent Tech- turing.
nologies and Medtronic Inc.
Ç $301 million in lost wages,
“In the near-term perspec- part of the $949 million in lost
tive, it hurts a whole lot,” said output.
Steve Cochrane, a Santa Rosa
Sonoma County produced $18
native who is now director of re- billion in goods and services
gional economics for Economy. last year — up from $15.5 bilcom. The Pennsylvania consult- lion in 2000 — and its 184,700
ing firm contracts with Sono- workers earn about $7.39 bilma County to provide reports lion a year. That means the offon the county’s economy.
shored jobs already announced
“The income is lost and the by companies could cost the
households have to find anoth- county 4 percent to 6 percent of
er job locally or they move a year’s output and labor inaway. Either way, it’s diffi- come.
cult,” Cochrane said. “If they
With each manufacturing job
move away, you lose the de- lost, the costs — direct and indimand that household has on lo- rect — mount.
cal goods and services. If they
Decades of research shows
find a job locally, it may not that laid-off manufacturing
pay enough.”
workers experience “persistent
Some of the economic shock earnings losses,” said UC Santa
was absorbed by the near-dou- Cruz economist Lori Kletzer,
bling of home values and low in- an authority on the effects of

JOBS OFFSHORED

CONTINUED FROM PAGE A1

Agilent Technologies has
transferred the work done by 700
employees to Penang, Malaysia,
since 2001.
Medtronic Inc. has moved about
435 jobs to plants in Mexico and
Ireland since 2002. It announced in
January that it planned to send
more than 500 jobs to its facility in
Galway, Ireland, and another dozen
to its plant in Tijuana, Mexico. Last
week, the company revised that
figure downward to about 325.
Next year, about 30 jobs are going
to Tijuana and about 295 to
Galway, the company said.
Sola Optical, a maker of eyeglass
lenses, shifted 412 jobs from
Petaluma to Tijuana, as well as
Brazil and China, in 2000 and 2001.

CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / The Press Democrat

Robert Eyler, director of the Center for Regional Economic Analysis at Sonoma State University, says jobs
sent to other countries will continue to drain the economy until the positions are replaced. “The money
will come back,” he said. “But how long it will take and with what kind of jobs is difficult to forecast.”
foreign competition on the U.S.
economy and employment
trends.
About two-thirds earn less at
their new jobs, and about a
quarter of those earn more
than 30 percent less, she said.
Several factors, in addition to
housing strength and stock
market gains, softened the economic blow. The falling dollar
improved winery exports and
lured foreign visitors to Wine
Country. Health care provided
high-paying openings. Entrepreneurs continued to start
small businesses. Some workers displaced by offshoring
found new jobs.
The August unemployment
rate of 4.2 percent, double what
it was in December 2000, remains well below state and national rates.
But there are still 11,900 fewer jobs in Sonoma County than
in the peak year of 2001, when
there were 196,600, and job creation locally as well as national-

ly has been sluggish and concentrated in mostly low-paying
industries.
Despite a gain of 100 jobs in
August, the first job increase in
three years, and a recent uptick
in the county’s quarterly survey of confidence among business leaders, economists are unsure how quickly or how well
the Sonoma County economy
will recover.
While previously the county
emerged from recessions into
recoveries that created similar
or comparable jobs to those lost
in a downturn, today such jobs
are being created more slowly
or, in the case of the manufacturing jobs already lost, barely
at all.
Against that backdrop, the
strengthening pull of overseas
markets — and the productivity increases realized by American businesses battling to cut
costs and raise market share —
are raising new questions
about the direction and evolv-

JEANNE: Many storm-weary residents ignored evacuation order
reasons. “We’re going to lock
this county down tonight, beMany lost roofs or had holes cause if we don’t have any powpunched through their frames er, it’s going to be very dark out
by the heavy winds.
there,” Anderson said.
“We’ve already endured so
Officials for Florida Power &
many storms, we feel like a . . . Light, which serves 35 of the
boxer in the 15th round of a state’s 67 counties, predicted it
fight — it doesn’t take much to would take days or even weeks
bring us down,” Stawara said. to restore power to customers
“And Jeanne definitely packed spread across 22 counties.
a punch.”
In Fort Pierce, a city of more
The hurricane, which killed than 35,000, residents were withat least 1,500 people in Haiti, out water service. And so much
also was blamed in the deaths beach sand was piled up by
of a Miami man electrocuted by Jeanne’s storm surge on the maa downed power line and a cou- jor oceanfront road on South
ple whose SUV plunged 40 feet Hutchinson Island that it will
into a canal south of Boca Ra- have to be plowed and removed
ton. The body of another man like snow, Anderson said.
was found floating in a ditch in
Visiting the Treasure Coast
the town of Palm Bay, while a to see Jeanne’s damage first60-year-old man was found hand, Bush said that 3.5 million
dead — lying in water in his Floridians might be without
flooded home — after consum- power by the time the hurriing a large amount of alcohol cane makes its way through the
during a hurricane party, offi- state. The governor said trucks
cials said. Not far from St. Au- were on the way north from
gustine, a 15-year-old boy was Homestead, an Air National
crushed by a falling tree.
Guard base south of Miami, to
More than 90 people in Flori- supply Jeanne’s victims with
da have been killed by hurri- water and ice.
canes since mid-August.
“We literally have had milAs residents huddled in lions of people be impacted by
homes and shelters, turning these storms,” Bush said durmost central Florida communi- ing a visit to the St. Lucie Counties into ghost towns, search ty emergency-operations cenand rescue teams in Martin ter. “Some just with loss of powand St. Lucie counties spent er, others have lost everything.
Sunday looking for homeown- So this is unprecedented.
ers who had decided to face the There’s been nothing like it.”
storm and had been left strandBut, Bush said, “Adversity
ed by floodwaters.
makes us stronger, and this reFlorida Gov. Jeb Bush had silient state will rebound.”
called for the evacuation of
President Bush, the govermore than 2 million residents, nor’s brother, on Sunday debut many — weary after fleeing clared 19 Florida counties natufrom other storms — had threat- ral disaster areas as a result of
ened to ignore the order. By Sun- Jeanne, making available speday 60,000 people, some of cial federal loans and other
whose homes had been dam- funding.
aged by Hurricane Frances, had
Jeanne is the fourth hurrichecked into shelters statewide. cane to hit Florida since Aug.
But for some evacuees, safe 13, arriving in the wake of Charharbor was hard to come by: In ley, Frances and Ivan — the
Melbourne, 120 people, many in first such storm sequence nawheelchairs and needing oxy- tionwide since Texas was hit
gen, were moved repeatedly af- by four hurricanes in 1886. And
ter the roofs twice were blown National Hurricane Center offioff shelters where they were be- cials warned Sunday that the
ing housed. “I’m sure they were “mean season,” as they call it,
scared,” said Yvonne Martinez, lasts until Nov. 30th.
a Brevard County emergencyLike the storms that precedresponse office spokeswoman.
ed it, Jeanne damaged bridges,
“They bused them out at the closed several Atlantic seaheight of the storm’s fury.”
ports, shut down theme parks
In St. Lucie County, 117,000 such as Walt Disney World, Unipeople were without power Sun- versal Studios and Sea World
day, and county administrator and curtailed Amtrak service.
Doug Anderson announced a 6
Flights were canceled at airp.m. curfew for public-safety ports statewide.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE A1

ing structure of America’s economy.
“It’s a real crossroads, and I
just think the science of economics has not completely had
a chance to digest it all,” said
Stone, who faces the challenge
of promoting the county’s economy as head of the economic development office.
Key factors, he said, are “the
ability to make anything anywhere so easily, the ability to
move companies and residence
so much more easily,” and the
speed with which large
amounts of data can be transmitted via the Internet.
Some economists expect the
nation’s economic direction to
emerge after the presidential
election, Eyler said.
“At least then we’ll know
what path we’re on,” he
said.“We are as likely to go into
a time of sustained growth as
we are to go into a recession.
We are still on that borderline,
in my mind.”

Komag Material Technology
transferred 120 manufacturing and
research positions to Malaysia in
2001 and 2002 and closed its Santa
Rosa plant.
Boericke & Tafel, a producer of
homeopathic pharmaceuticals in
Petaluma, sent 35 jobs to Mexico
and moved out of the county this
year.

THE STUDY
The impact of the offshoring of
2,202 Sonoma County jobs was
analyzed for The Press Democrat by
Robert Eyler, chair of the Economics
Department at Sonoma State
University and director of the
university’s Center for Regional
Economic Analysis.
His study measures the impact
before displaced workers find new
jobs and subcontractors and
suppliers find new business. It
assumes the manufacturing jobs are
permanently lost because the
companies have sent jobs abroad
as part of long-term strategies to
shift assembly costs to other
countries.
It calculates the ripple effect, both
in the companies themselves and in
the broader economy, only of those
Sonoma County jobs that are
known to have been moved
overseas.

U.N. races to get aid,
peacekeepers to Haiti
As survivors pray for
1,500 dead, agencies
struggle with relief effort
By PAISLEY DODDS
ASSOCIATED PRESS

ERNST PETERS / Lakeland (Fla.) Ledger

Anthony Enos leans into the force of Hurricane Jeanne’s winds as he
walks across a parking lot in Lakeland, Fla., on Sunday.

ROBERT DUYOS / South Florida Sun-Sentinel

Pennwood Moter Lodge maid Robin Bailey walks away from what
was the lodge’s front office Sunday near Sebastian, Fla. Hurricane
Jeanne blew off the roof Saturday night.

C M Y K

GONAIVES, Haiti — Haitians surrounded by the destruction of Tropical Storm
Jeanne prayed for the 1,500
dead during church services
Sunday and gave thanks their
lives were spared, while the
United Nations rushed more
peacekeepers in to stem looting in the ravaged city of Gonaives.
Gen.
Augusto
Heleno
Ribeiro Pereira, the Brazilian
Army commander in charge
of the U.N. peacekeeping force
in Haiti, criticized the slow
pace of relief reaching residents, many of whom, aid officials say, have not eaten in
five days or more.
“The situation remains critical,” he said in an interview
with the official Agencia Brasil. “Even those who were not
directly affected are going hungry without enough water and
are suffering from a shortage
of medicine and medical assistance because the government
infrastructure was already
weak and, after this tragedy,
is virtually nonexistent.”
Pereira said many people
were suffering from diarrhea
while others, many of them
children, were contracting
gangrene.
Amputations were being
performed under horrendous
conditions, he said.
Interim Prime Minister Gerard Latortue said Saturday
the storm that ravaged Haiti
last week killed at least 1,500
people.
On Sunday, the civil defense
agency’s Abel Nazaire said
more bodies were recovered
from debris in Gonaives on
Sunday, raising the number of
confirmed dead to 1,330. Another 2,601 people were injured,
and 1,056 are missing.
Nazaire acknowledged that
many of the missing can be
presumed dead — washed out
to sea or under the rubble of
collapsed homes in areas still

WALTER ASTRADA / Associated Press

A man carries a bag of water
containers after looting a truck
in Gonaives, Haiti, on Sunday.
inaccessible.
Some 300,000 people are
homeless from the storm, including about 200,000 in Gonaives, he said.
Latortue said the government was drawing up plans to
evacuate some of the tens of
thousands of homeless people
to a tent camp.
Some victims, fearing the
spread of disease, said they
would abandon the city, Haiti’s third-largest with 250,000
residents.
Anne Poulsen of the U.N.
World Food Program said relief agencies were working
around the clock trying to get
food to victims, even using
donkeys and mules.
When trucks carrying 8 tons
of food from Cap-Haitien —
the port to the north — were
blocked by mudslides, “we unloaded the food from trucks
and put it onto donkeys and
mules to reach localities . . .
where people had not eaten for
a week,” Poulsen said.
WFP and CARE International distributed 120 tons of food
in the past three days —
enough to feed 48,000 families
for one day, she said.
The director of the WFP Haiti operation, Guy Gavreau,
said floods from Jeanne destroyed the rice and fruit harvest in the Artibonite, Haiti’s
breadbasket, “so now the country can’t even feed itself without outside help.”
Aid groups were able to get
food to only about 25,000 people last week, Gavreau said.

